Magnetic

Film Fingers
Film Fingers reinforce the top or bottom edges
of the film for greater strength. By simply running
along the roller of the Film Finger, the film’s edge
is folded and rolled, creating a durable band that
protects the web from breaks and adds extra
security to the load.
Film Fingers are available with a heavy duty
magnetic base that you can mount on any stretch
wrapper in the field with steel construction. The
removable design means you can position the Film
Finger at the top or bottom of the web, and as
far into the web as needed to overcome any film
breaks or film roll damage. Multiple Film Fingers
can also be used to reinforce the top and bottom
of the film web, or to attach to the bottom of the
system to provide bottom roping.
*Magnetic Film Fingers are not meant to be used for
tight film roping, only for folding the edge of the film

HIGHLIGHTS
»» Film Fingers will reinforce the film web to overcome damage and nicks to the film roll
that might have otherwise been disposed of
»» Provides extra security and reduces film breaks for loads with sharp corners or large
protrusions that might otherwise tear the film
»» Magnetic design allows for installation on any stretch wrapper in the field with
steel construction
ALL SPECIFICATIONS SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.

PREMIUM FEATURES

Bottom Roping
The magnetic base of the Film Finger allows the
user to remove the unit and reposition it anywhere
on the carriage, as well as on the base of the
machine to provide bottom roping capabilities.
Bottom roping allows the bottom of the film web to
be reinforced near the pallet only, to better secure
the load the the pallet.

Retrofit
Magnetic Film Fingers are available for most stretch
wrapping systems in the field. The magnetic base
can be adhered to any steel surface, ensuring you
can reinforce your film in a variety of ways, on a
variety of machines.

Two Sizes Available
The Magnetic Film Fingers are available in two
sizes: Standard and Large.
The Standard Film Fingers work best for
reinforcement anywhere on the carriage or for
bottom roping.
The Large Film Finger will work best in cases where
the film output is further away from a suitable mounting
location, or for bottom roping where the carriage is
further away from the frame of the machine.

STANDARD MODEL SPECIFICATIONS		
Max Extension Size
Magnet Strength
Dimensions
Weight

7 Inches
Up to 4.5 Pounds
1.13 x 2.13 x 7.75 Inches
1 Pound

LARGE MODEL SPECIFICATIONS
Max Extension Size
Magnet Strength
Dimensions
Weight

13.5 Inches
Up to 7 Pounds
2 x 2 x 13.75 Inches
2.5 Pounds

Part Number

700904

Part Number

700908

PRICE

$129.00

PRICE

$139.00
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